
HOW TO WRITE A GAMECUBE DISC CASE

You couldn't burn GameCube games, at least without advanced soldering skills. Card adapter you could run homebrew
works without having to burn a disc. . Like Nate says, Disk= EM storage while Disc = Optical media.

Clean the disc from center towards the edges; do not use a circular motion. Make sure that you're using only
licensed products with your Nintendo system. When stuck inside the case, they spread out and lock around
some square edges inside the case. The idea behind those little square holes was for rental stores, like the ones
at which I worked, to be able to place a security lock inside them and use the actual game case as the rental
case. Please review our disc replacement policy to determine how to get your game replaced. If the disc is
cracked Review our disc replacement policy to determine how to get your game replaced. Use the disc
replacement policy to determine how to get your game replaced. If the disc works properly in another system,
the problem is with your Nintendo GameCube. It was like Nintendo said, "let's make everything look opposite
of how Sony is doing things. Please contact Nintendo's Consumer Service Department at for assistance.
Problem is, I have come across many GC cases and almost all the time, they show heavy wear and tear and
even if you clean 'em up, they still don't look as nice as say, putting a PS2 game in a brand new shiny DVD
case. Clean the disc with a soft, slightly damp cotton cloth use water only. Close the Disc Cover and press the
power button ON to see if the game comes on the screen. Some games may have known issues or game play
elements that appear as problems. Unlicensed products are not tested for compatibilty and may not work
correctly with all games. However, it is important to determine if disc damage is causing the problem. Guess
what, internet? For example, if you cannot defeat a particular enemy, or are missing an item you need to
complete an area, the problem is likely game play related and there is nothing wrong with your Game Disc.
The Nintendo GameCube has extensive error correction capabilities and minor scratches or contamination
should not cause issues in most cases. What the hell was Nintendo thinking? Try playing the game without the
unlicensed accessory. Profile So now that GameCube is over 15 years old, it's not hard to see why finding
games from this system will most likely involve wear-and-tear. If the game still does not work in another
system, it is likely a problem with the Game Disc. I like to keep my games in original cases as much as
humanly possible, but sometimes you find a case that just can't be cleaned or salvaged. Make sure the game is
dry, then re-insert it and see if the error occurs again. Typically, rental stores especially big chain ones would
print out their own covers for games. So now you know. If the game had been working normally, shows signs
of physical damage, and now displays errors or lockups in areas it previously didn't, the problem is likely to be
the damage to the disc. If you were to take a GameCube cover art and remove it from an official GC case and
put it in a DVD or PS2 case, you will immediately be hit with a problem: the artwork does not fit and it creates
a huge crease, thus damaging the artwork. Remove the Game Disc and check the non-labeled side for cracks,
scratches, smudges, or dirt.


